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INTRODUCTION 
All groups considered in this paper are finite. Let G be a group and let 1 
be a complex character of G. Then Q(x) denotes the field generated by the 
values x(x), x E G. If m is a positive integer we denote by Q, the field of m- 
th roots of 1 over Q. We define f(x) to be the smallest positive integer m 
such that Q(x)c Q,. Of course, f(x) is a positive integer, f(x) f 2 
(mod 4) andf(X) divides the exponent of G. In his book [7, p. 411 Walter 
Feit raises the following: 
QUESTION. If x is an irreducible character of G, is it true that G contains 
an element of order j(x)? 
Pioneering work on this question was done by Blichfeldt [2], Burnside 
[3, Theorem X of Chap. XVI] and Brauer [4]. It is answered in the affir- 
mative by Gow [ 123 when G has odd order, by Amit and Chillag [l] 
when G is solvable and by the authors [S] when G is x-solvable, where rc is 
the set of primes that divide x( 1). 
In this paper we use the character factorization results of [9] to give 
more afftrmative answers to Feit’s question. Our main result, Theorem 2.4, 
gives the result, provided some properties (see Definitions 2.1 and 2.3) hold 
for the characters II/ of central extensions of non-Abelian simple groups 
involved in G, with II/( 1) 1 x( 1). It is straight forward to obtain the 
previously known affirmative answers to Feit’s question from Theorem 2.4 
(see Corollary 2.5). 
In section three we study some families of simple groups and we see that 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied when these are the only non- 
Abelian simple groups involved in G. We obtain in particular: 
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THEOREM A. Let G he a finite group all of whose non-Abelian simple 
composition factors are minimal simple groups. Let x be any irreducible 
character of G. Then G contains an element of order f(x). 
Even more is in fact true: 
THEOREM B. Let G be afinite group all of whose composition factors are 
N-groups. Suppose that x is irreducible and m is some positive integer such 
that m 1 f(x). Assume at least one of the following holds: 
0) 36i x(l); 
(ii) A, is not involved in G (as a composition factor if x is quasi- 
primitive); 
(iii) 30,4 m; 
(iv) G’ = G and x is quasi-primitive. 
Then G contains an element of order m. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
DEFINITION 1.1. An irreducible character x of a finite group G will be 
said to be standard if for every prime p 1 x( 1) the determinantal order of x, 
O(x) is not divisible by p. 
LEMMA 1.2. If x is any irreducible character of G then x = 1x, where Ik is 
a linear character, x, is a standard character and (O(I”), x( 1)) = 1. Moreover 
this decomposition is unique. 
Proof Let D = det(X). Then D is a linear character of G. Let 
n= {pprime I PI x(1)). W e may write D = D,D,, where D, is the rc-part of 
D and D,. is the k-part. Since x( 1) is a rc-number there exists a unique 
power ,I of D,. such that ,Ixc” = D,.. Set x, = il-‘1, then det(X,) = D, so x, 
is standard. Furthermore clearly x = 1x1 and (O(n), x( 1)) = 1. 
Now assume x =pxz where p is linear, x2 is standard and 
(O(p), x(l))= 1. Then we get D=u X(l)det(Xz). By definition O(det(X2)) is a 
n-number and O(px”’ ) is a n/-number. Since D, and D,, are unique we get 
D,, = pL”(‘) and D, = det(X,). Now the rc’-linear characters of G form a n’- 
subgroup of the set of linear characters, and therefore ,u = 1, since 
pX’l’ = ;IX(l). Th erefore xz = pP1x = lzPLx = x, and we are done. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let x be a standard irreducible character of G, a finite 
group, and let 7~ be a set of primes. Suppose N is a normal n-subgroup of G 
and ~1 N is irreducible. Then f(x) is a x-number. 
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Proof. Assume false. Let G, N and 1 provide a counterexample with ICI 
minimum. Let m =f(x). Note that since ~1 N is irreducible, x(1) is a rr-num- 
ber and therefore O(x) is a n-number. Let F be the field of rational num- 
bers extended by a primitive JG/,-th root of 1 in C (where ICI, is the x-part 
of IG(). Then, since N is a n-group, for every g E N we have x(g) E F. If for 
every g E G we have x(g) E F then m 1 1Gl x, a contradiction. Hence for some 
g E G, x(g) 4 F. Let g, E G where x( g,) 4 F and ) (g,, N)) is minimal among 
all such. Set H = (g,, N). It is clear that f(xl H) is not a n-number, so by 
the minimality of JGl, we get G = H = ( g,, N). Clearly N # G and G/N is 
cyclic. If G/N is a n-group, G is a rc-group and f(x) is a n-number so we 
have a contradiction. Hence G/N is not a n-group, and we take NO 3 N 
with p = IG/N,( a prime with p $ rc. 
Let p be the field of rational numbers extended by a primitive ICI-th 
root of 1 in C. Let 8 be an automorphism of P which fixes F and such that 
O(x(gO)) # x(g,). Then 80 x is an irreducible character of G such that 
(~~X)INO=XINo’ by the minimality of (g,, N). Hence by [ 15, 
Corollary 6.171 
for some linear character 1 of G/N,. Therefore 
Since 8 is a field automorphism the order of 9 o det(X) and that of det(X) are 
the same, i.e., a n-number. It follows, since p 4 rc, that Ax(r) = 1 and since 
(p, x( 1)) = 1 we get A = 1. This means that 0 0 x = x, a contradiction. 
We introduce some notation from [q]. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 1.4. We denote by F(G) and F*(G), respec- 
tively, the Fitting subgroup and the generalized Fitting subgroup of G. If x 
is an irreducible character of G we let Z,(x), F&) and F:(X) be defined 
by -G(x)lker&) = Z(G/ker&)L F&)lker&) = F(Glker&)) and 
F,*(X)/ker&) = F*(G/ker&)). Furthermore we let M:(X) = F,$(x)/Z,(x). 
In all of the above we drop the subscript G if there can be no confusion. 
We say that a character x is a prime character if x is nonlinear, 
irreducible, quasi-primitive, M:(X) is homogeneous (i.e., the direct sum of 
isomorphic G-chief actors) and ~1~‘~~) is irreducible. 
If t++i and ez are irreducible characters of G we say that they are 
associates if there is some linear character i such that I++~ = Il/2E.. 
COROLLARY 1:5. Let x be a standardprime character of afinite group G. 
If M*(x) is Abelian then M*(X) is a p-group for some primep, 
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x(l)= I~*wl”2 and f(x) is a power of p. Furthermore tf p # 2 then 
f(XlG)' 1. 
Proof From [9, Proposition 1.9(ii)] itfollows that M*(X) is a p-group 
for some primep and x( 1) = [M*(x)1 ‘I*. Clearly we may assume that x is 
faithful. Take N = E*(G) and Z = Z(G). Since x( 1) is a power of p and x is 
standard, Z is a p-group. We also have that M*(X) = N/Z is a p-group, so 
we get that N is a p-group. By definition of prime character ~1~ is 
irreducible so the first part of the Corollary follows from Lemma 1.3. Now 
since x( 1) > 1, N is not Abelian so that N’ contains some non-trivial 
Abelian subgroup A 4 G. But then since x is quasi-primitive A c Z n G’ 
and since p is odd f (xl A) > 1, as desired. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let G he a finite group and x a prime character of G. 
Assume that M*(X) is not Abelian. Then there exists a normal subgroup S, 
of F*(X) such that S,/(S,,nZ(X)) ts a non-Abehan simple group isomorphic 
to a composition ,factor qf M*(X) and xlsU is homogeneous, let us say 
~1 so = mt,!r,, where $O is some irreducible nonlinear character of S, and m is 
some positive integer. Furthermore there is some extension (G, z) of G, sub- 
groups H and N of G with N CI H and N a G and un irreducible character $ 
of N such that: 
(i) There is an isomorphism between N/ker($) and S,/ker($,) and I+IJ 
and tiO correspond under this isomorphism. 
(ii) + is extendible to H. 
(iii) N/ker($) is isomorphic to a perfect central extension of a com- 
position factor of M*(X). 
(iv) For every { an extension of I+!I to H we have that [@o is associate 
to x o x, i @=JN=p711N is irreducible, and H/ker([) is isomorphic to a cen- 
tral extension of a subgroup of Aut(S,/S,n Z(x)) containing the inner 
automorphisms. 
Proof By [9, Proposition 1.41, since M*(X) is not Abelian, M*(X) is a 
G-chief factor. Let P be a simple normal subgroup of M*(X) and let P be 
the pre-image of P in F*(X). Let S, = PC-), i.e., the intersection of the 
sequence of normal subgroups of F*(X) 
p 2 p’ 2 p” 2 . 2 p(n) 2 . . . . 
SO is a perfect normal subgroup of F*(X) and S, covers is. Therefore 
S,/(S, n Z(x)) N p which is a non-Abelian simple composition factor of 
M*(X). CF’(z) (P) is a subgroup of F*(X). Suppose XE C,.(,,(P) and x is a 
p-element for some primep. Then x centralizes very Sylow q-subgroup of 
P/ker(X) for every ‘q #p. Since P is simple and x centralizes Z(X)/ker(X) it 
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follows that x centralizes P/ker(X), so that CF.JP) = C,.&P/ker(X)). 
Therefore F*(X) = PCF*&P/ker(X)). Now, by definition of prime charac- 
ter, ~1 F.(X) is irreducible so that by Clifford’s Theorem ~1 P is homogeneous. 
P = &Z(x), so that again Clifford’s Theorem implies that xls,, is 
homogeneous and we take XI sO = ~ll/~. 
Now we may assume that x is faithful without loss of generality. Let N, 
be the normal closure of S,, in G. Then N,Z(G) = F*(G) and since xI~*(~) is 
irreducible, 11NO is irreducible. Now we use the construction in the proof of 
[9, Theorem 4.21 with S, in place of P, NO in place of F*(G) and tiO in 
place of rl/. We obtain a group G, a surjective homomorphism rc: G + G, a 
subgroup H of G and an irreducible character $ of H such that the follow- 
ing is satisfied: 
(1) s,x ... x S, (n:= IG: HI copies) is a normal subgroup of both H 
and G (we set N= S,x ... x S,); 
(2) n(N) = No; 
(3) t&s , ,..., s,)) = t+bJs,) for every (s ,,..., s,) E N, 
(4) pGIN=p7CIN. 
We set $=$I,. It follows from (1) and (3) that $ is an irreducible 
character of N and that N/ker($) N S,,/ker($,,), with $ and I,$,, 
corresponding under this isomorphism. It follows from the definition of $ 
that $ is extendible to H. N/ker($) is isomorphic to &/ker($,) = 
S,/(ker(X)n S,) so is a perfect group. Since &/(&~Z(X)) N P we obtain 
(iii). Itonly remains to show (iv). 
Let i be any extension of $ to H. Set H= H/ker([) and use the bar con- 
vention. W 2: So/ker($o). Let Z= C,(m). We have that [lmz is irreducible, 
since [I N is, and therefore NZ being a central product it follows that cl z is 
a multiple of a linear character. Hence Z= Z(R). Now R/Z(R) is 
isomorphic to a group of automorphisms of S,/ker($,) fixing 
Z(So/ker(lC/o)) and containing the inner automorphisms. But this means 
that n/Z(H) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(P) containing the inner 
automorphisms. Since P2: S,/(S,n Z(x)) it only remains to show that 
co” is an associate of x 0 n. 
Set x0 = co”. Then, by [ 16, Lemma 4.11 we have since N u G, 
the last equality by (4). Since x 0 ~1 N is irreducible, because XI N,, is and con- 
dition (2) holds, it follows from Gallagher’s Theorem [ 15, Corollary 6.171 
that x0 and x 0 7c are associates. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let G be a perfect finite group and x a prime character 
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of G with M*(X) not Abelian. Let II/ be a character as in Theorem 1.6. Then 
WV+) = Q(x) andf($) =f(x). 
Proof Assume the notation of Theorem 1.6. By (i) we have that 
Q($) = CP($~) and by the definition of t,kO we have that a($,)~ Q(x). 
Therefore Q(x) is an Abelian Galois extension of Q(tj). Suppose that 
Q(x) # Q(+). Then there exists an automorphism 8 E Gal(Q(X)/Q($)) such 
that 8ox#x. It follows from [ 16, Lemma 4.11 and (iv) that 
Q(xo rc[ N) z Q($) and x 0 7~1, is irreducible. Therefore 80 ~1~~~) = ~1~~~) is 
an irreducible character and, by Gallagher’s theorem [ 15, Corollary 6.171, 
8 0 x = 2~ where 2 is a linear character of G/n(N). Since G is perfect ;1= 1 o 
and 00x=x, a contradiction. Therefore Q(x)= Q($), and f(x)=f($) 
follows from this. 
2. EXISTENCE OF ELEMENTS OF GIVEN ORDER 
In this section we prove theorems where from the existence of an 
irreducible character x of a finite group G and a positive integer m with 
m 1 f (1) one obtains the existence of an element of order m in G, provided 
some conditions are satisfied for the composition factors of G. In the next 
section we show that strong versions of these properties are satisfied for 
many families of simple groups. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let m be a positive integer and II/ an irreducible 
character of a perfect central extension of a non-Abelian simple group. Let 
p and v be two rational primes. Then we say that $ E GC(m, (p, v}) if the 
following is satisfied. Let F be the field of f($)-th roots of 1 over Q. For 
each prime r I m, let F, be the subfield of F generated by all the r’-th roots 
of 1 in F and all the m/r-th roots of 1 in F. If r = 2, choose when possible 
t?,EGal(F/F,) such that f&o+ # t,k. For r odd, choose when possible 
0, E Gal( F/F,) a generator of Gal(F/F,) such that 8, o II/ # $. Then whenever 
Y is a nonempty set consisting of elements of the form 8,, for various r, 
and (net Y 0) o @ = $, it follows that Y = { 8,, e,}. 
For many characters II/, Y has to be empty in which case 
ICIEGC(m, {P, v>) f or every set of primes {p, v}. Of course the choice of 
the 0,‘s prevents Y from ever being a singleton. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let x be a quasi-primitive irreducible character of the 
finite perfect group G. Let m If (1) be a positive integer. Suppose there exists 
a family (Yi), i = I,..., CI, of disjoint pairs of rational primes such that every 
irreducible nonlinear character $ of a perfect central extension of a non- 
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Abelian simple composition factor of G with $( 1) 1 x( 1) belongs to GC(m, Yi) 
for some iE {l,..., U}. 
Then G contains an element of order m. 
Proof. We clearly may assume that x is not linear. By 
[9, Theorem A(ii)] there exists a central extension (6,~) of G such that 
ker(rc) s Z(G) n G’ and ~0 rc = nr= I pi, where {p, ,..., p,} is an admissible 
set of prime characters of G (see [9, Definition 2.41 for “admissible”). Itis 
clear that G is also perfect. Let F be the field of /Gl-th roots of 1. For any 
prime p 1 m, let F, be the subfield of F generated by all the p’-th roots of 1 
in F and by all the m/p-th roots of 1 in F. Then Q(x) @ F,,, as ml&). If 
p = 2 we choose 6, E Gal(F/F,) such that 8,o x # 1. If p # 2, then Gal(F/FP) 
is cyclic and we choose 8, to be a generator of Gal(F/F,). Then 8, only 
fixes in F the elements of F,, so that as Q(x) & F,, 8,o x # x. 
Suppose Y is a nonempty set of elements of the form 8, and 
(I-I eEYt+OX=X. We want to show that IYI is even. We set p=n,,,e 
and we get from the earlier factorization fx 0 rc, 
xOn= fi (POP;). 
i=l 
Now B 0 pi is a prime character of G since pi is, and M*(p 0 pi) = M*(p,), so 
that {BoP~,..., Popn} is an admissible set of primes of G. Now the uni- 
queness part in [9, Theorem A(ii)] and the fact that G is perfect imply that 
{PI>..., A> = {BOP1,..., flop,}. Since this set is admissible and M*(pop,) = 
M*(p,) we get 
P’Pz=Pi for i= l,..., n  
Let p be a prime such that p 1 m and 8, E Y. We show that there is a uni- 
que prime u I m such that {p, u} = 3 for some j and { l3,, 0,) G Y. This will 
show that IYI is even. Since 8,o x #x we have that 8,o pi # pi for some 
if5 {l,..., n}. Since G is perfect, pi is a standard character, by Lemma 1.2. If 
M*(p,) is Abelian Corollary 1.5 implies thatf(p,) is a power of some prime 
and therefore f(pi) is a power of p. But then every B,E Y (q #p) acts 
trivially on pi and this contradicts /?o pi= pi. Hence M*(pi) is not Abelian. 
Now use the construction of Theorem 1.6 with G in place of G and pi in 
place of x and obtain an irreducible nonlinear character $ of N a group 
such that N/ker(+) is a perfect central extension of a composition factor of 
M*(p,). Since G is a central extension of G, this composition factor will be 
isomorphic to one of G. Furthermore /? 0 $ = +, since /3 0 pi = pi, and, by 
Corollary 1.7, O,O tj # $. It is clear furthermore from Theorem 1.6 that 
$(l)IPi(l)Y which in turn implies $( 1) I x(1). Now by hypothesis 
$ E GC(m, 3) for some Jo {l,..., a}. It follows from Definition 2.1 that 
481!107/2-7 
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$= {p, u} for some prime u ( m, that { OP, O,} E Y and that if 8,~ Sp and 
r 4 (p, u} then 0,o I++ = II/. Now since the 3 are disjoint pairs we get that 
191 is even. 
Now by a result of Brauer [4, Theorem 23, since x is not fixed by a 
product of an odd number of OP’s, there is some element g E G such that 
@,(x(g)) # x(g) for all prime p 1 m. But now the definition of O,, implies that 
m divides the order of g, as desired. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let m be a positive integer, p and v rational primes 
and $ an irreducible character of a perfect central extension SO of a non- 
Abelian simple group S. We say that $ belongs to VGC(m, {v,p}) if the 
following are satisfied: 
(i) Ic/ belongs to GC(m, {u,p)); 
(ii) Let 3 be a central extension of a subgroup B of Aut(S) and 
assume S, u 9, C,(S,/Z(S,)) = Z(s) and $ is extendible to 3. Then there 
exists c an extension of $ to 9 such that for every odd prime q, if q 1 m, 
q2Am, q$ iu,p), and qRf($) then q/f(i). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let x be an irreducible character of the finite group G and 
let m 1 f(x) be a positive integer. Assume that there exist v, p primes such that 
zfq${u,p} is a prime and qI(o-l)(p-1) then q2j2m, andfurthermore 
every irreducible nonlinear character $ of a perfect central extension of a 
non-Abelian simple section (a composition factor if x is quasi-primitive) of G 
with Ic/( 1) 1 x( 1) belongs to VGC(m, {u, p}). Then G contains an element of 
order m. 
Note. For our main applications v = 2 and p = 3 or m is odd and u = 3 
andp=5. 
Proof: Assume false. Take a counterexample with x( 1) minimum. Note 
that if mr2 (mod4), then 2mIf(x) and VGC(2m,{u,pj)= 
VGC(m, (u, p}). Hence we assume that m & 2 (mod 4). If x is not quasi- 
primitive then x is induced from a character x1 of a proper subgroup H of 
G. Now xl(l)lx(l) and f(x)If(xl) so that we may apply induction to 
obtain an element of order m in H, a contradiction. Hence x is quasi- 
primitive. Furthermore x is not linear and m > 1. 
By [9, Theorem A(ii)] there is an extension (G, rc) of G such that 
ker(n) c Z(G) n G’ and x 0 n = n;= I pi, where {p, ,..., pn} is an admissible 
set of prime characters of G. Now if M*(pi) is Abelian for i= l,..., n we set 
G, = G. If not, suppose M*(pj) is not Abelian with the smallest possible i. 
Then use Theorem 1.6 with G in place of G and pi in place of x: we obtain 
an extension (G, , 71 I ) of G and a character lcIi (corresponding to $ in 
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Theorem 1.6) of a section of G, satisfying the properties stated in 
Theorem 1.6. If M*(p,o rrr) N M*(pj) is Abelian for j> i we set G, = G,; if 
not, extend G, in the same manner to obtain (G,, rr,), and so on, until we 
have dealt with all the non-Abelian M*(p,). We set G, to be the last exten- 
sion, and set Q: G, -+ G to be the composition of all the projections. By 
abuse of notation we may think of the $, as being characters of subgroups 
N, of G,. 
We now find appropriate associates of pi0 x0 for i = l,..., n. If M*(p;) is 
Abelian, we choose II, to be any standard associate of piortno, which will 
exist by Lemma 1.2. If M*(p;) is not Abelian, then by the previous 
paragraph we have the character $,, which by Theorem 1.6 is a character 
of a perfect central extension of a composition factor of M*(p,) and 
$,( 1) 1 pi( 1) 1 x( 1). Since G is a central extension of G and M*(p;) is not 
Abelian any composition factor of M*(p,) is isomorphic to a composition 
factor of G. It follows from the hypotheses of the theorem that 
(1) $1~ VGChiu,~f) f or all i with M*(pi) not Abelian. 
Let Hi be the subgroup of G, corresponding to H when we apply 
Theorem 1.6 to the character p,. By Theorem 1.6(ii) $, is extendible to Hi, 
let 4, be any such extension. Then by Theorem 1.6(iv) Hi/ker($,) is 
isomorphic to a central extension of a subgroup of Aut(N,/Z($,)). Recall 
that since m & 2 (mod 4) if 2 1 m then 22 1 m. By (1) and Definition 2.3 we 
can take ii an extension of $; to H,, with ker([,) 2 ker(Gj) and for every 
primea if qlm, q2iw 44{u,p} and qlS($i) then ql.f(i,). We set 
pi= iF”o. By Theorem 1.6(iv), II, is associated to pi and by definition: 
(2) If q is a prime, qlm, $1 m, q$ {u,P} and qRf(q;) then qljh). 
We have chosen associates for all the ~~cn,, so that we can now find a 
linear character i of G, such that, with x0 = x 0 rr 0 n,,, 
(3) x0= ii (P,Ono)=A ii P,> 
,=I i= I 
where {p, ,..., ,u,,} is an admissible set of prime characters of G, with 
M*(p;) N M*(p,) for i= l,..., n.
Let Q be the field of IG,I-th roots of 1 over Q. 
Let q be any prime dividing m. Let q’ be the largest power of q dividing 
m, and q” be the largest power dividing IGJ. Clearly 1 < c1< fl, since 
mlf(Xo)=f(X). Set Qy to be the field of (IG,//qPP3L+‘)-th roots of 1. Now if 
q = 2, Gal(Q/Q,) is an Abelian 2-group and we can choose 8, E Gal(Q/Q,) 
such that e2 0 x0 # x0. If q # 2, Gal(Q/Q,) is a cyclic group (of order qy for 
some y 2 0 if q2 Im) and we take 8, to be a generator of Gal(Q/Q,). It is 
clear, again, that 0,~ x0 # x0. Note that Gal(Q/Q) is an Abelian group and 
0, E Gal(Q/Q) for q I m. 
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Now suppose that Y is a nonempty set of elements of the form 8, and 
( > 
n tl “x=x. 
H t Y 
WewillshowthatthenY={8,,8,}.WesetB=n,.,,8.From(3)weget, 
since fl~xO=xO, 
(4) x0= (Boj*) n (POPi), 
r=l 
where {B 0 P I ,..., B 0A ) is an admissible set of prime characters of Go with 
M*(/Iop;) 2: M*(pi) for i= l,..., n. It follows from the uniqueness part in 
[9, Theorem A(ii)] that 
(5) fiOp;=A;p; for i = l,..., n
where ;ij is some linear character of Go. 
Suppose first that 0,~ Y where q is some prime such that q 1 m, q2,j m
and q $ {II, p}. Then, since m f 2 (mod 4) q is odd. If O,o pi # pi for some i 
where M*(pi) is abelian, it follows from Corollary 1.5 that M*(p,) is a 
q-group, f(pi) is a q-number and ,f(pilc6) > 1. Since 8, is a generator of 
Gal(Q/Q,), it follows that 
which contradicts (5). If 0, o pi # pi for some i where M*(,u~) is not Abelian 
then we have from Theorem 1.6 that /? 0 rji = $i. By (1) and 
Definition 2.3(i), since q 4 {v, p} we have that 8,o tii = tii. But the choice of 
B, now implies that q]f(+,), so that, by (2) qAf(pi). This is a contradic- 
tion. Therefore q]f(pi) for i = l,..., n.
Let v, be the q part of 2 and v2 the q’ part of ;1 so that j* = v, v2. Set 
K= ker(v,). Since x0 is quasi-primitive and Go/K is a cyclic q-group, xolK is 
irreducible. Now v2 n:= I pi is a q-rational character. By (3) it is, in fact, 
the unique q-rational extension of x01 K to Go, see [ 15, Theorem 6.301. 
Since p 0 x0 = x0, it follows that p 0 x01 K = x01 K and by the uniqueness of the 
q-rational extension we get 
00 (v* ii P;) = v2 ii Pi. 
r=l i= I 
But now x0 = /I o x0 = (0, o v, ). (v2 nr= , pi). By Gallagher’s Theorem 
[15,Corollary6.17] and (3) we get Oyov,=v,. But now since Qyov2=v2 
and 8,o p, = pi for i = l,..., it, we get ey 0 x0 = x0, against the choice of dy. 
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Therefore if 8, E Y then q is not a prime such that q 1 m, q2i m and 
4$ hP1. 
If 0,~ Y then ey has order a power of 2 if q=2, and order 
IGal(Q/Q,)l = (q - 1)’ q” for some v, y 30 if q # 2 by the choice of ey. If q 
is a prime, 44 (4~)~ and Qy E .4p then, by the previous paragraph, q2/ m, 
and in that case we know that Gal(Q/Q,) is a q-group and so 8, is a q- 
element. Therefore the possible orders for elements in 9 are (u - 1)’ ry, 
(p - l)“‘p”, and powers of q for various primes q$ {u, p} with q2 1 m. 
Hence if $,EL? for some q with q21m and q$ {u,p}, since by the 
hypothesis of the theorem q 1 (u - 1 )(p - 1 ), ey is a power of j3. Therefore 
tJ<, I;x0 = x0 against the choice of 8,. Hence the only possible elements in 9’ 
are 0,. and 8,,. Since .Y is not empty and cannot contain exactly one 
element it follows that .Y’ = {Q,., 0,). 
Therefore x is not fixed by a product of an odd number of distinct eq’s, 
so that by the theorem of Brauer [4, Theorem 21, there is some element 
g E G such that 0,(x(g)) # x(g) for all prime q 1 m. But now the definition of 
(3, implies that m divides the order of g. Therefore G contains an element of 
order m as desired. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
We. will see in the next section that the hypotheses of this theorem are 
always satisfied if the non-Abelian composition factors of G are minimal 
simple groups. In this section we obtain, as a simple corollary to 
Theorem 2.4, the following result (see [S, 1, 121). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let G he a finite group and x be an irreducible charac- 
ter of G. Let n be the set of rational primes that diuide ,Y( 1) and assume that 
G is ~-solvable. Then G contains an element of orderf(x). 
Proof: Since G is z-solvable every non-Abelian simple section S of G is 
a 7r”-group. So if $ is an irreducible nonlinear character of a perfect central 
extension of S, $( 1) is a rr’-number, so that $( l),j x( 1). Setting m = f(x), 
u = 2 and p = 3 in Theorem 2.4 we immediately get the Corollary. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 2.4 
This section is devoted to proving that many characters of central exten- 
sions of non-Abelian simple groups lie in VGC(m, {u, p}). Theorems A and 
B will follow from this and Section 2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Adopt the notation of Definition 2.1. 
(i) Assume s is an odd prime diuiding (m, f (II/)) and there is an 
element x in S, such that Ii/(x) requires exactly a primitive s”-th root of unity 
where sU is the full power of s diuiding f ($). Zf (IJOt 9 f9) 0II/ = $ then 8,# 9’. 
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(ii) Zf II/ eIrr(S,) and there is a cyclic subgroup A, AeIrr(A) with 
f($)=f(n+J-‘) and $la+= f(1+I-‘)I,+, then $eGC(m, {2,3}) for 
any positive integer m. Zf m is odd, II/ E GC(m, {p, v}) for any distinct primes 
p and v. 
Proof: (i) By construction, F, contains a primitive s”-th root of unity 
if s # r. Hence 8,o $(x) = $(x). Since 8, o $ # $, Q(tj) @ F, and hence sn 1 m 
and $(x)$ F,. But (0,) =Gal(F/F,), so that 13,o Ii/(x) # $(x). Now 
(ll OE y 0) 0 e(x) = e(x) implies 8, $ Y. 
(ii) Let sa be the exact power of an odd prime s # 3 that divides O(n), 
then there is x E A # such that n(x) = E where E is a primitive s”-th root of 1. 
E satisfies the equation X2 - (E + E -‘) X+ 1 = 0, so that E + sP1 $ Q,VOm ,. It 
follows that t,+(x) = ) (E + E -‘) requires exactly an s”-th root of unity. Since 
f($)=f(A+A-I), sa is the exact power of s dividing f($). By part (i), 
WY if NIsev 0) 0 I) = 1+5. Hence, $ E GC(m, { 2,3 } ) for any m. If m is 
odd, then Y is not a singleton so Y # { 0,}. Thus $ E GC(m, (p, v)) for m 
odd. 
We note that if S, = PSL(2, q) where 12 1 (q - 1)/2, there is a II/ E Irr(S,) 
such that II/( 1) = q+ 1 and f($) = 12. Further, there is a cyclic subgroup 
(a>=A IAI=(q-1)/L lEIrr(A), $IA~=(J+ipl)IA#, .Mti)= 
f(A + A-‘), and n(a) =E where E is a primitive 12th root of unity. 
$ E GC(m, { 2, 3)) and there are 8,, 8, such that e20+q, e,o*#tj but 
e2e,01c/=*. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume S, is a perfect central extension of a non-Abelian 
simple N-group S. Zf $ E Irr(S,), then + E GC(m, (2, 3)) for all positive 
integers m. 
Proof. We need consider only II/ such that f($) is divisible by at least 2 
primes and f (II/) # prrvb. We assume the notation of Definition 2.1. 
Assume S 31 PSL(2, q) for q > 3. If S, is identified with PSL(2, q) or 
SL(2, q), the only $ to be considered are of degree q - 1 or q + 1. (See [6, 
p. 297; 171 for the character tables.) For such $ there is a cyclic sub- 
groupA and IIsIrr(A) such that f($)=f(E,+J) and $IAx= &-(jU+I)la+. 
Thus, Lemma 3.l(ii) yields the result. If So & PSL(2, q) or SL(2, q), then 
by identifying PSL(2,4) and PSL(2,5) we may assume q = 9 and S,, is the 
triple or B-fold cover of PSL(2, 9). The character tables appear in 
[18, p. 4351. Applications of Lemma 3.1(i) yield the result. 
Assume S = Sz(q). If q = 8, the Schur multiplier is elementary of order 4. 
If r is an odd prime divisor of IS,], then R, a Sylow r subgroup of S,, is 
cyclic of order r and C,(R) = R x Z(S,). Suppose rsb I f ($) where s is 
another prime and sb is the full power of s dividing f (II/) with b 2 1. There 
are 0: and 0:E Gal(F/Q) such that 0: fixes all (]&l/r)-th roots of unity, 0:. 
fixes all sb-‘IS,Js~-th roots of unity and t9: 0II/ # tj, 0: 0 II/ # $. By 
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[4, Theorem 23, there is a g E S, such that 9:o $(g) # $(g) and 
&o$(g)#l(/(g). It follows that sbrII(g)l. Hence, by conjugation 
(g) s C,(R). But Z(S,) an elementary 2-group implies sb = 2, which is a 
contradiction. Thus, we may assume q > 8 so the Schur multiplier of S is 1 
and we may assume S = S,. 
The characters of S, = Sz(q), q = 22m+ ‘, m > 1 are described in [14, 
Theorem XI, 5.101. The only II/ which need be considered have degree 
q2+1, (q-l)(q-2”+‘+1), or (q-l)(q+2”+‘+1). If 11/(1)=q2+1, 
then II/ is an exceptional character associated with a cyclic subgroup A and 
IAl =q- 1. N,,,(A) is Frobenius of order 21AI, xla+ = (A+l-l)(Ax for 
jb E Irr(A) andf($) =f(J. + 2-l). Hence Lemma 3.l(ii) implies the result. If 
~(l)=(q-l)(q-2”+‘+1)or(q-l)(q+2”+’+1)then~isexceptional 
character associated with a cyclic group A, and N,(A) = (b)A is 
Frobenius of order 4lAI. Now ub=u’ where A= (a), i4- 1 (modlAl) and 
af2=a i. There is a AEIrr(A) such that 11/l,* = -((1+,?i+A’2+IZi3)lAl and 
f(~)=f(n+~;+~i*+~“). 
Let Y“ be the exact power of an odd prime r which divides 0(n) then 
r 3 5. There is an x E A such that A(x) = E where E is a primitive r”-th root 
of unity. We will show a = E + si + .si2 + E” = E + E ~ ’ + si + E Pi requires 
exactly a r”-th root of unity unless rcI = 5. Assume not, then u E Q(E’). Let 
/?=E+E~’ and eEGal(Q(s)/Q) where O(E)=&‘, then u=P+O(fl). Now 
fi + 0(b) E Q(.sr) implies that 
lies in a(~~). Since r is odd, there is a 0, E Gal(Q(s)/Q) such that e,(s) = .a2. 
Hence (fl+ e(p)) E a(.?) yields that e,(B + e(p)) = s2 + sP2 + s2’+ szi lies 
in Q(E’). Thus, /?0(/3)E a(&‘) and b satisfies the polynomial 
X2 - (B + e(B)) X+ /M(B) E Q(a’)[X]. Therefore, [Q(E’, B): Q(E’)] < 2. 
Since E is a root of the polynomial X2 - /IX+ 1, it follows that [Q(c): 
a(~‘)] d 4, and since r k 5, that ra = 5. Since f($) =f(,! + A’+ Ai + A’“), it 
follows that r“ is the exact power of r dividing f($) if ra # 5. Further 0(n) 
is odd so 2 If($). Since Y cannot be a singleton, Lemma 3.1(i) implies the 
result. 
If S ‘v A,, then S, may be identified with A,, the double cover of A,, the 
triple cover of A, or the 6-fold cover of A,. Direct inspection of the charac- 
ter tables [18, p. 4381 implies we only need consider $ where f($) = 21. 
For these $, there are elements x3 and x, such that $(xi) require exactly 
cube and seventh roots of unity. Lemma 3.1(i) now applies. If SE U,(3), 
PSL,(3), M,,, or 2F4(2)’ the Schur multiplier is one and S, may be iden- 
tified with S. Direct inspection of the character tables [ 171 yields the result. 
(The authors thank Walter Feit for examining the character table of ‘F4(2) 
which we do not have.) The lemma follows from [19]. 
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In order to show various II/ E VGC(m, (p, u}) some lemmas about exten- 
sions of characters from normal subgroups are necessary. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume N is a normal subgroup of G and +!I is an irreducible 
standard character of N which extends to G. If (1,9(l), [G: N]) = 1, then 
there is an extension $ of Ic/ such that {p I p ) f ($), p a prime} = {p 1 p 1 f ($), 
p a prime}. 
ProoJ Let X= {pi pi f($), p a prime), E denote a primitive ICI-th root 
of unity, and E, = E w*’ Then Ii/(n) E a(&,) for all n E N so 19 0 $ = II/ for all . 
0EGal(Q(c)/Q(&,)). Since ($(l), [G: N])= 1, there is exactly one exten- 
sion $ of \c/ to G such that $ is standard. However, if 8 E Gal(Q(s)/Q(sr)), 
then B 0 $ is also a standard extension of I,$. Hence, 8 0 1+8 = I+$ and the lemma 
follows. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume N a G, I,!I E k-r(N), $ extends to G and 0 is a set qf 
primes containing all prime divisors off ($). 
(a) Assume d is a character of G such that f(d) is a a-number. 
(i) If (dl,, $) = 1, then there is an extension $ of II/ such that f(4) 
is a o-number. 
(ii) [f G/N is a p-group and (($I,,,, Ic/), p) = 1, then for every exten- 
sion $ ofIc/, f($) is a ((ru {p})-number. 
(b) Assume that H is a subgroup of N such that G = N,(H) N. 
(i) If I. E Irr(N,(H)) with f‘(n) a o-number, .9&,,,(A) = N,(H), and 
(A’“, $) = 1 or ((A”, II/), p) = 1 and G/N is a p-group, then there 
is an extension $ of $ with f ($) a (a u {v I v a prime dividing 
IN,(H)I})-number. (If J is linear, f(4) is a (TV {2,p}-number 
and a o-u {2}-number if (A”, $) = 1.) 
(ii) [fi is a linear character of H with O(I) a o-number, [N,(H): 
.~,,,,,(~)I = CNdfO -ahi,vw (I-)] and ($, A”)= 1, then there is 
an extension $ with f($) a a-number. 
Proof (a) Let .z!={<It~Irr(G) and (51,,$)#0}. Now $= 
CeEdq5+i where (ilN,$)=O. Thus (~IN,ICI)=CgE~aag(SIN,~). 
(i) If (dl,, $)= I, it follows that there is exactly one ~EJZZ such that 
a: #O. Further a< = ((IN, $) = 1. Thus 5 extends II/. Let E and cl be respec- 
tively primitive /Cl-th and ICI,-th roots of unity and QEG~~(Q(E)/Q(E~)). 
Now eoB=dand eoll/=$ implies that ($,Ej)=($,eo5) and do< extends 
$. Hence, 80 4 = 4 for all 8 E Gal(Q(&)/Q(s,)) so f(5) is a a-number. 
(ii) Suppose G/N is a p-group, u 4 c u {p} is a prime and m($‘) = u”d 
where (u, d)= 1, a> 1, and I,+’ extends $. If 4 EJZ?, I!J = yrj’ where 
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y~1rr(G/N). Now G/N a p-group implies (f(5), 1G1,)1 u“. Let E and cl be, 
respectively, primitive (I G( UI vu)-th and (I GI DI uO- ’ )-th roots of unity, then 
Gal(Q(s)/Q(s,))= (0). (0) acts as a group of permutations on d since 
0 0 $ = $. Let d ,,..., &( denote the distinct orbits and 5, E AZJ for i = I,..., t.
Now f?o$=$ implies (4, gi)=(& f3joti) forj= l,..., I(e Since do$=II/, 
(61N, $)=ZcI a<,ldl(t;ilN, II/). Now (P, (~IAJ, II/))= 1 implies we may 
choose notation so (aS,l&,[(<,lN, $),p)= 1. Since G/N is a p-group Cl.5 
Corollary 11.291 implies 5, extends $. 0 0 t1 = 75, for y a linear character of 
G/N. Thus 80y=y whence @o~,=y’~r and I&il=p’ for rb0. Now 
(l&‘I,p)= 1 implies that [&,I = 1. Thus, v’;If([,). However, y,5, =$’ 
where y1 is a linear character of G/N. Thus, (p, u) = 1 implies that vu A.f($‘). 
This is a contradiction. 
(b)(i) Let %?= {PIPEIrr(N,(H)), (PIED, A)#O} and let $, be some 
extension of $, then $ 1 I NG(HJ = C,, D a,p + i where ([lNNcH), A) = 0. Thus, 
($, A”)= (IC/IINNcHJ, ~)=CpEdqh4N.~H,~ 2). If ($, A”)= 1, there is a P 
such that a,Ad N.vcHJ, A) = 1. Hence, p extends A. If G/N is a p-group and 
(p, ($, A”))= 1, there is a p such that (a,(plNNcH), A),p) = 1. Hence, by 
[ 15, Corollary 1 I.291 p again extends A. If A is linear, p = p, p2 where 
WP,) is a (0~ Pl)- number and 0(p2) is a (CJ u { 2})‘-number. Replacing 
p by p, we may assume J‘(p) is a (c u {2})-number if i. is linear. By [ 15, 
Problem (5.2)] and G = N,(H) N, pGI N = AN. Since f(p) is clearly a {u I u a 
prime dividing IN,(H) I}- number the result follows from (a)(i) and (ii). If 1” 
is linear, .f(p) is a (0~ {2})- number and again the result follows from 
part (a). 
(ii) Since (i+!IH, A) = 1, there is exactly one A, E Irr(YNti,H)(lU)) such that 
($1, ~“,)(Uff~ A)= 1 and ($1, A’)=0 for all other n’~Irr(Y~,(,,(i)) such 
that (A’JH, A) ~0. Thus, I, extends A. Let e~Gal(Q(&)/Q(e,)) where E and 
E, are, respectively, primitive (G(-th and IGI .-th roots of unity, then 
8oi.=i and Oo$=$ imply that 002, =%,. Thus,f‘(i,) is a c-number. 
Let $I be any extension of $ to G and C = ,9,,,,,(A). $, I c‘ = 
c ,, t,rr(C‘, a, ~, for some nonnegative integers a,, . Now ($, I Cn N, i, ) = 
($IcnN, A,) = 1 implies there is exactly one p E Irr(C) such that a,, = 
MCnN9 A,)= 1. Now CnNaC implies that PI~.~,,,=C:=, hi.:‘where 271 
runs over a set of conjugates of A, in C. However, 1 = ($1 H, 1.) =
($II,,, 212 (PI/f, 3,) >, t. Thus, t = 1, and p extends E., Hence, p, the o-part 
of p also extends i , and f’(p, )is a o-number. Since [NJ H): C] = [NJ H): 
*%,,,,,(~)I = CN,dH): J?+,~H) (i)] = [N,r.,(H): Nn C], N,(H)= N,(H) C. 
Thus G=N,(H)N=CN and by [ 15, problem 5.21, p?I N = 
(P,/Nnc )” = 2,;. The result now follows from (a)(i). 
The next few propositions are devoted to showing various characters of 
simple N-groups lie in VGC(m, {u, p}) for suitable p and u. We use the 
notation of Definition 2.3. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Assume the notation of Definition 2.3 $ E GC(m, {u,p}), 
and u is a prime such that a Sylow u-subgroup of Out(S) is a central cyclic 
subgroup of Out(S) and u,/ IZ(S,)l. Then in order to show that 
$ E VGC(m, {P, ~31, ‘t 1 is sufficient o consider S with (lZ(,$)l, u)= 1. 
Proof: Since the image of S, is S and S/Z(S) = B, Cs( S,) = Z(S) and 
S/Z(S) S, is isomorphic to a subgroup of Out(S). Let U be a preimage of a 
Sylow u-subgroup in S. Then U/Z(S) S, is cyclic and Z(S) S,/S, c 
Z(S/S,). Thus, U/S, is Abelian. Further using [lo, Theorem 5.3.61, 
U/S, c Z(S/S,). Now Z(S) = Z, x Z,. where Z, and Z,. are Hall u and u’ 
subgroups. Let $’ be an extension of 9, then, $‘lz, = $( 1) y where y is 
linear. Since Z, n S, = 1, y may be viewed as a character of Z,S,/S,. U/S, 
is Abelian so y extends to y , of U/S,. Now s/S,, = U/S, x R/S, where R/S, 
is a Hall u’-subgroup of S/S,. Hence y, extends to y^; E Irr(S/S,). Since y’, $’ 
extends $ and Z, c ker($ $,) we may replace S by S/Z,, and assume 
W(Q> u) = 1. 
We note that a Sylow u subgroup of Out(S) may be trivial in 
Lemma 3.5. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Assume S = PSL(2, q), q > 3 and $ E Irr(S,) where S, 
is a perfect central extension of S. If m is any positive integer, 
II/ E VGC(m, { 2,3 } ). 
Pro?j!f: By Lemma 3.2, we need only verify Definition 2.3(ii). Out(S) is 
Abelian and has a cyclic Hall 2’-subgroup. Hence, by repeated applications 
of Lemma 3.5 we may assume Z(S) is an cc-group where 
c1= {u I u 1 IZ(S,,)l 2, u a prime}. Further, by [ 10, Theorem 5.3.61, if U/S, is 
a Hall 2’-subgroup of S/S, then U/S, is a central subgroup of S/S,. 
Ker($) G Z(S) so replacing S, and S by S,/ker($) and S/ker( $), we 
may assume $ is faithful. We first consider the cases where S,, may be iden- 
tified with PSL(2, q) or SL(2, q). (In all this proof, we view PSL(2,4) as 
PSL(2, 5)). 
The character tables for PSL(2, q) and SL(2, q) appear in 
[6, p. 297; 171. Let cr, denote the set of primes dividing m($) and 
o=cJ, u {2,3}. 
We first assume $( 1) = q + 1 and q is odd. If S, is identified with S, there 
is a cyclic subgroup A of order q - l/2 and N,(A) is dihedral of order 
(q - 1). If S, is identified with SL(2, q), there is a cyclic subgroup A of 
order q - 1 and N,( A)/Z(S,) is dihedral of order q - 1. In both cases, 
S= Ns(A) S,. Using the character tables for S,, there is a linear charac- 
ter;1 of A such that (II/l.,1)=($lA,IZP1)=3 and ($1,,/1’)=2 or 0 if 
%‘~1rr(A)- {i,1-‘}. There is a gEN,(A) such that lu”=lP1. Hence, II/ 
extending implies that 2 and 2-l are the only conjugates of J* in Ns(A). 
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Hence, [N,?(A): &;,,,(E,)] = [N,(A): Y,,, (Aj(A)] = 2. If r is a prime and 
r”I O(1), then r” Im(1+ 1-V’) if rut+! (2, 3,4\. It follows from the character 
tables for So, that m(ll/)=m(1+A-‘). Hence (rl r(O(~)}u{2,3}= 
a,u{2,3}=a. 
S= N&q(A) So, Z(S,) is a 2-group, and [Ns(A): .Y,,$,,,(E,)] =2, so 
S= .a,,,,,(%) S,. Since S/S,, is nilpotent with a cyclic Hall 2’-subgroup, it 
follows that there are normal subgroups U and W of “ONStAJ where 
U n W= A, U/A is cyclic of odd order and W/A is a 2-group. Further, 
.$V,j(A, = UW and S = U WS,. U/A is cyclic so by [ 15, Corollary 11.221, 1. 
extends to Irr( U). By [ 15, Corollary 6.171, y is an extension of il if 
y~Irr(U) and (yIA, 3.)#0. Let /I~irr(.Y~,~,,,(j~)) where (/3ja, n)#O, then 
(BI (,, y) #O where y E Irr( U) and y extends 1. Now Y,,,;,,,(i) = UW with 
U W/U a 2-group and [ 15, Corollary 11.291 imply that /I( 1) = 2” for some 
nonnegative integer a. 
Let I+V be an extension of IJ to S, then 
implies that a,(blA, 1&) is odd for some $EIrr(NS(A)). By [15, 
Theorem 6.111, 4 = fiNs’(A) where fl E Irr( UW) = Irr(YNjc,,(A)) and 
(flla, A)=(&,, 3.). Now (fli,.,, i”)=fl(l)=2” since A is linear. Thus (PI,,,, 1 ) 
odd implies that /J extends 1.. Replacing fl by the o-part of /zI if necessary, /I 
is an extension of 1. to UW wheref(/I) is a o-number. Let S, = US,, then 
S= WS, and (01 w)sls, = (/?I s, n ,+,)‘I = (p!A)s’ = As1 by [ 15, Problem 5.21. 
Further, m((bI ,+,)“) is a a-number and if $ is any extension of $ to S, then 
Hence, by Lemma 3.4(a)(ii) and S/S, a 2 group, it is sufficient o find an 
extension tj of $ such that f($l s,) is a cr-number. 
For p a prime dividing y, there is a Sylow p-subgroup P of S, such that 
N,,(P) = UP and U n P = 1. Since /I is linear, /j c, corresponds naturally to 
an irreducible character 6, of N,,(P)/P. Further, /?I, = /1 corresponds to an 
irreducible character 6 of N,( P)/P, 6, I Ns,,(Pj = 6, and I,+ = 6’“. Since 
S, = (UP) S, and UP n S, = N,(P), [ 15, Problem 5.21 implies (6,)‘ll,, = 
GMNso(P)) s”=@=$. Thus cl/i=(S,)“’ extends $ to Si and f(ll/,) is a CJ- 
number. Now Ic/‘Is, also extends tj to S, where $’ is an extension of $ to S. 
Thus $‘I s, = a$, where CY is a linear character of S, /S,. S/S, is nilpotent so 
CI extends to CX’ a linear character of S . Now $ = &‘$’ extends II/ and $ls, = 
c[‘$‘Is,=~.“$,=i,//,. Thusf‘($I,,). IS a o-number and the result follows. 
We next consider $( 1) = q + 1 and q = 2& > 4. There is a Hall sub- 
group H such that I HI = q + 1 and N,(H) is Frobenius of order 2(q + 1). 
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Now b&,,(H), lNSOcH)) = 1 and S= Ng(H) S,. Lemma 3.4(b)(i) implies the 
result since 2 E c. 
If q = 2k and $( 1) = q - 1, there is a faithful linear character r of 
N,( H)/H such that 
($1 N&+H)’ 7) = 1, f(z)= 1, and 6$(H)(~) = Ns(W. 
The result follows from Lemma 3.4(b)(i). 
Now assume q is odd and Ic/( 1) = q - 1. If S, is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), 
there is a cyclic Hall subgroup H of S, of order (q + 1)/2, N,(H) is 
dihedral of order q + 1 and S = NLq(H) S,. If S, is isomorphic to SL(2, q), 
there is a cyclic H 2 Z(S,) of order q + 1 such that S= Ns(H) S, and 
N,(H)/Z(S,) is dihedral of order q + 1. Using the character tables for S,, 
there is a /ZEIrr(H) such that (~IH,~“)=(~JH,~~l)=l. Further 
(*I”, i’)=2 or 0 if A’EIrr(H)- {A,,? ‘}, f(t,b)=f(EL+,C') and O(i) is a 
a-number. Since II/ extends and A” = jti ~’ for some g E N,(H), [Ns( H): 
&,&~)I = CNs,,SO(W: &,,,, (%)I. Lemma 3.4(b)(ii) implies the result. 
If $( 1) = q and q is even or odd, then II/ is the Steinberg character. 
8 = 1, + $ where 0 is the permutation character of S, obtained by the 
action of S, on X, the set of Sylow P-subgroups of S,. Since S also acts on 
X, 0 extends to I!? and s= 1 .q + I,& where $ extends II/. Clearly, 
f($)=fW= 1. 
Thus, we may assume q is odd, CT, = { p ) where q = p” and 
I/( 1) = (q - 1)/2 or (q + 1)/2. Let P denote a Sylow p subgroup of S,, then 
S = Ns(P) S, and N,,( P)/Z(S,) is a Frobenius subgroup of order 
((q - 1)/2) q. Using the character tables for S,, there is a non-principal 
linear character jV of P such that ($1 p, i) = 1 and f(A) =p. Further, 
($lP> ;I’) =0 if 2 is a nonprincipal linear character of P which is not 
N,,(P)-conjugate to i. Since $ extends, [N,q(P): .&,,,(i)] = [N,y,,(P): 
&NsO(p,(i)]. Now Lemma 3.4(b)(ii) implies the result. Thus, we may assume 
S, is not identified with PSL(2, q) or SL(2, q). Since we have viewed 
PSL(2,4) as PSL(2,5) it follows that S = PSL(2,9) and S, may be iden- 
tified with the 6-fold or 3-fold cover of PSL(2, 9). The character tables for 
S, appear in [18, p. 4351. Since Out(PSL(2, 9)) is a 2-group, S is a 
{2, 3,5> group. 
Assume S, is isomorphic to the triple cover of PSL(2,9) and $ is a 
faithful character of S,. Let Z(S,) = (z) and E be a primitive cube root of 
unity. Let %? = { 4 I# E Irr(S,), d(z) = E& I)}. Now $ or $ E %? so we may 
assume *E%?, %7= {q$li= l,..., 5) where 4,(1)=&(1)=3, 4,(1)=6, 
ti4( 1) = 9, and 45( 1) = 15. Since 5 ( (f(d,),f(bZ)), we may assume $ = #i for 
i= 3,4, 5. Let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of S,, then P is extra-special and 
y,,(P) = AP where API(z) is Frobenius of order 36. Clearly, 
S= N,<(P) S,,. There are 4 irreducible characters J., of N,(P) such that 
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A;(z) = 3s for i= I,..., 4. Notation may be chosen so that f(A,) =f(A,) = 3 
and f(A,) =f( A,) = 12. Direct computation yields AT = 4, + d2 + 44 + tis, 
A?=$, +d4+d5 =A? and AT=24,. By looking at det(&) we see that 
.&~(Pj(3~i) = Ng(P) for i= 1, 3. Hence the result follows from Lem- 
ma 3.4(b)(i) if I++ = d4 or $ = I$~. If $ = d3, take H to be a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of SO. Then there is a unique faithful character 1 E Irr(N,(H)) such 
that (j.‘O, $) = 1. Then the result follows from Lemma 3.4(b)(i), since 
N,,(H) is a (2, 3}-group. 
We may assume S, is identified with the 6-fold cover of PSL(2,9) and $ 
is faithful. Let (z) = Z(S,) and E be a primitive 6-th root of unity. Let 
+z = 14 Id E W&J and #(z)=&l)s}. S ince $ or $ lies in f+? we may 
assume $ E V. We may choose notation so %? = { di, d2, dx, 4,} where 
91(1)=#2(1)=6 and #3(1)=#4(1)=12. If $=#3 or b4, then 15lf($). 
Since 3 is a (2, 3, 5) group, the result is trivial. Thus, we may assume 
$ = d,. Let Q be a Sylow f-subgroup of S, then Q is quaternion of 
order 16, NsO(Q)=Qx (2’) and S=Ns(Q) S,. There are exactly two 
irreducible characters ;L, and AZ of N,,(Q) such that &(z) = E&( 1). Further, 
jb,(1)=;1,(1)=2. Now d,(l)=6 implies that (#,,A?) is odd for exactly 
one of i., A,. Say (4,) As(l) is odd, then 4, extending implies that ;I1 is 
N,T(Q)-invariant. Ns(Q) is a {2, 3}-group so Lemma 3.4(b)(i) yields the 
result. Hence, $ E VGC(m, { 2, 3 }) for any positive integer m and the 
proposition is proved. 
The following example shows that the primes 2 and 3 may have to be 
added for some PSL(2, q). Choose q so that 12 1 (q - 1) and consider 
S = PSL(2, q). There is an irreducible $ of degree q + 1, such that $1 A# = 
(i.+AP’)[,# where A = (a) is cyclic of order (q- 1)/2 and AEIrr(A) with 
E.(a) a primitive sixth root of unity. Further,f($) = 1 and there is a group 3 
with SI> S and [s: S] = 2, (extend S by the diagonal automorphism) 
where $ extends but f(4) = 12 for every extension $ of $. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Assume S = Sz(2’” + ’ ) and II/ E Irr(&) where S, is a 
perfect central extension of S. Ifn is any positive integer +b E VGC(n, (2, 3)). 
Proof: By Lemma 3.2, we need only verify Definition 2.3(ii). 
Out(Sz(22”f’ )) is cyclic of odd order [14, Vol. III, p. 1943. Hence by 
Lemma 3.5, we may assume Z(s) is an a-group where c( is the set of primes 
dividing IZ(S,)l. Let (T=(T, u (2) where 0, is the set of primes dividing 
m($) and $ is a faithful irreducible character of S, which extends to g. 
We first consider the case that 2m + 1 > 3. Then the Schur multiplier of 
Sz(2 2mf’) is 1 so S, may be identified with SZ(~~~+‘) and Z(s) = 1. By the 
previous paragraph s/S,, is cyclic of odd order. Extensive information 
about SZ(~~~+’ ) is given in [ 14, XI, Sects. 3-51. We adopt the notation of 
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[ 14, Theorem XI, 5.101 to describe Irr(S,). Let M, = N,(H) where H is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of So, then M, = FH is a Frobenius group where F is 
cyclic of order 2*” + ’ -1. s=M& where M=Ng(H)=EH, EsF, and 
E/F is cyclic of odd order. 
If II/ = p, (see [ 14, Theorem XI, 5.101) then there is a linear character i 
of M,/H such that Aso = pi and f(fli) =f(E, + 1” ‘). Since (O(A), 6) = 1, for 
every prime power p” dividing O(A) there is an element x E M, such that 
b;(x) = (A+ L-m l)(x) requires a p”-th root of unity. Thusf(;l) is a o-number. 
NOW (PiI MO> 2’) = 0 if 1’ is a linear character of M, and %’ 4 { 1, i ~ ’ }. Since 
IE/FI is odd, it follows that /I is M-invariant if B, extends. Lemma 3.4(b)(i) 
yields the result. 
There is one class of involutions in S, and two classes of elements of 
order 4. Let x, , x2, x3 E H# be representatives of these classes where XT = 1. 
Let z2 denote the set of nonprincipal linear characters of H and 
g=Irr(H)-(&u {lH}). If $E {?;I), yi*)lj= l,..., (q+2r)/4, k= l,..., 
(q - 2r)/4}, then II/ is not an exceptional character belonging to a Sylow 2- 
subgroup. It follows from [14, Lemma XI, 5.93 that $lH= al,+ 
b2Cj.G .d A+cC,~.~. Now looking at ($, l,)=O one gets $(l)-(EIS”I/ 
(qf2r+ l))+ (IS,(/(q- 1) q2)(aq’-$(l))=O, where q=2r2 and E= +l. 
It follows that a = 0. By degree considerations b = 1 + 2mf ‘d where d is a 
nonnegative integer. Now In/= -b and IC,,(x,)l = 2q imply 
b*(q - 2r)/4 < 2q. Therefore b = 1. Since all the characters in .d are already 
conjugate in M,, CNdW: .&,,,,(~)I = CN,,(W .&,~,~(~~)I. km- 
ma 3.2(b)(ii) implies the result. 
If x E { 6,) S,} and $ extends, then we may assume $ = 6,, since 6, and 
6, are Galois conjugates. Now $I,,,,,, = 6, I M0 is irreducible. It follows from 
[ 14, XI, Lemma 5.91 that there is A E Irr(H) such that i( 1) = 2” and 
($1 H, 1) = 1. Further, ($1 H, 1’) = 0 if 2’ is not MO-conjugate to i. Since $ 
extends, [M: $,(A)] = CM,,: &,(~~)] = [M,: H]. Thus, M= M,.Y,(n) and 
Y,,,,(A)/H= .&(A)/.YM(E.)n M, ‘v M/M, is cyclic of odd order. Hence 2 
extends to Irr(.Y,(E.)). Since ,? is standard and (l&(%)l/IHI, IHI)= 1, 
Lemma 3.3 may be applied in .&(A) to obtain an extension 1 of A with f(i) 
a 2-number. Since s=&,(A) S, and Y,,(n) n S, = H, [15, Problem 5.21 
implies J”I s,,= iso. Now Lemma 3.4(a)(i) may be applied since ~ECJ. 
Thus, we may assume $ = c1 where CI is the Steinberg character. An 
argument analogous to that used for the Steinberg character in 
Proposition 3.6 yields the result. Hence, we may assume 2m + 1 = 3. 
The Schur multiplier of Sz(8) is elementary of order 4. Thus Z(s) is a 2- 
group and we may assume s/Z(s) S, has order 3. Again $ is a faithful 
character of S,. If Ic/( 1) is odd, then $ is standard since S, is perfect. Since 
S/S, is a (2, 3) group, Lemma 3.3 implies the result. If II/( 1) is even, let $, 
be an extension of x. Since Z(s) S, is a central product and Z(s) is a 2 
group, m(lC/ lI z(~9) so ) is a o-number. So is perfect so 0($llzc~) So) is a 2-num- 
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her. Thus ~llz~~)so is standard. Since 3 I$( 1 ), Lemma 3.3 may be applied 
to 1,9 i 1 zc~) s0 to complete the proof that $ E VGC(n, { 2, 3)). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Assume S 2: U,(3), PSL(3, 3), M,, , or ‘F,(2)’ and 
$ E Irr(S,) where SO is a perfect central extension of S. If m is any positive 
integer, $ E VGC(m, 12, 3)). 
Proof: The Schur multiplier of S is 1 so S, may be identified with S. 
Out( S) is a 2-group so by Lemma 3.5 we may assume Z(S) is a a-group. 
The character tables for U,(3), PSL(3, 3), and M,, appear in [ 171. By 
Lemma 3.2, it is sufficient o verify Definition 2.3(ii). 
Assume S= U,(3) and let P denote a Sylow 3-subgroup of S,, then 
S = N.<(P) So and lVy,,(P) = AP where A is cyclic of order 8, P is 
extraspecial and AP/Z(P) is Frobenius. Irr(N,(P)) = {$,I i= l,..., 13) 
where q5,(1)=8, di(l)=6 for i=2,3,4, 5 and Psker(d;) for i>6. Direct 
computation using [ 17, p. 14181 implies that if $( 1) = 6 or 7, then there is 
exactly one 4, such that b,(l)=6 and ($]NrO(P,, d,)= 1. Thus, this 4, is 
N.J P)-invariant if $ extends. If II/( 1) 3 14 then ($I,,o(pJ, 4,) = 1. Clearly q5, 
is N,q(P)-invariant. Since Ns( P) is a (2, 3}-group, the result follows from 
Lemma 3.4(b)(i). 
Now assume S = PSL(3, 3). Let 
P is a Sylow 3-subgroup of S, E is elementary Abelian and EP = N,(P). 
Now 
= (z) =Z(P) 
and there are 14 elements in P which are S-conjugate to z. EP contains 27 
involutions and 54 elements of order 6. Irr(P) contains exactly two 
irreducible characters 2 and X of degree 3 and XEP = IEP = 4, + d2 where 
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q5,(1)=&(1)=6and~,,~$,~Irr(EP). Let 2, beafaithful 
where 
character of P/PI 
then ;If’= d3 E Irr(EP). If A denotes the set of S-conjugates of 
in P, then A n ker(2,) = 
Thus, C,, A A,(x) = -4. It is now direct to compute that if Ic/ E Irr(S) and 
11/(1)~{16,26,27,39} then (Il/l.,n,)=(ICII..,~3)=1. All other irreducible 
characters of EP have degree 1 or 2. 
Since S, may be identified with S, if P, is a Sylow 3-subgroup of S,, then 
S = Ns(P,) So and N,( P,) 2: EP. Ns(P) is a { 2, 3 }-group so by Lem- 
ma 3.4(b)(i) it is sufficient to show that (4, +],,OC,)) = 1 for some 
4 E IrW.dP)) where CP is Ns(P)-invariant and $ extends. If 
II/( 1) E { 16,26,27, 39}, then by the preceeding paragraph we may take 
d3 E Irr(N,,,(P,)) with d3( 1) = 4. Since d3 is the only irreducible character of 
degree 4, it is clearly Ns(P,)-invariant. If $(l)~ { 12, 13}, then ($IpO, A) = 1 
where A is an irreducible character of P, of degree 3. Hence, 
($1 ,,,SCP,,), d, + 4,) = 1 where 4, and q& are the only irreducible characters of 
Ns(P,) of degree 6. Now $ extending implies we may assume 
($(,,,;CPOJ, 4,) = 1 and d1 is Ns(P,)-invariant. 
If S=M,,, then Aut(S) N M,, so, S may be identified with S, = S and 
the result is trivial. If S= *F,(2)‘, then Aut(S) = *F4(2) so we may identify 
S with *P4(2) by Lemma 3.5. The authors wish to thank W. Feit for 
examining the character table of *F4(2) and verifying that Definition 2.3(ii) 
is satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Assume S = A7 and $ E Irr(S,) where S, is a perfecr 
central extension of A,. 
(i) lf2im, $E VGC(m, (3,5}), if31m, ICIE VWm, {2,5}), if5.4w 
II, E VGC(m, { 2,3 > 1. 
(ii) Zf m is any positioe integer and 361 $(l), $E VGC(m, (2, 3)). 
Proof The Schur multiplier of A, is 2,. Hence, So may be defined with 
A,, the double cover of A,, the triple cover of A, or the 6-fold cover of A,. 
A version of a character table for S, appears in [18, p. 4381. Out(A,) is 
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cyclic of order 2 so by Lemma 3.5 we may assume Z(S) is an cc-group 
where tl is the set of primes dividing IZ(S,)l. In particular, we may assume 
Z(s) is a { 2, 3 }-group. Further, we may assume $/Z(s) 2: S,. A direct 
inspection of the character tables for S, and applications of Lemma 3.1(i) 
yield II/ E GC(m, {p, u )) for any $ E Irr(S,), any positive integer m, and any 
distinct primes p, v. Thus, we need only verify Definition 2.3(ii). 
Let R be a Sylow 7 subgroup of $, then [RI = 7 and the normalizer of a 
Sylow 7 subgroup in S, is Frobenius of order 42. Hence, Cs(R) = Z(s) x R 
and Nj(R)/Z(,!?) is Frobenius of order 42. Thus, 7,4 m(i) for [ E Irr(N3(R)). 
Since 1 RI = 7, it follows that 7 ,l m(x) for x E Irr($. 3 is a { 2, 3, 5, 7 )-group 
so (i) follows. 
Let Q be a Sylow 5-subgroup of S,,. C, = C,(Q) = Z(S,) x Q and N, = 
N,,(Q) = (y) C, where N,/Z(S,) is Frobenius of order 20 and 
( y”) = Z(S,)z. Let C = C,(Q) and N = N.+(Q), then notation may be 
chosen so C= (h,Z(S))xQ, h2~Z(So)z and (y)‘=(y). Let A be the 
image of a subset A of 3 in S,. We may choose notation so Q = ((34567)), 
6= (12) and j= (12)(4576). Thus, yh = y (mod Z(S,)). If IZ(S,,),l = 1, 
r” = y and N is the central product of N, and (h, Z(S,)). Since every 
irreducible character of N, is 5-rational, the same is true of N. Now IQ1 = 5 
implies 5 j,f(x) for x E Irr($) and Definition 2.3(ii) is satisfied for S, N A, or 
the triple cover of A,. Thus, we assume S, is identified with the double or 
6-fold cover of A, and $ is a faithful irreducible character of S, which 
extends to 3. 
Let D=(a~A,lo(3)=3), then D=A,, 6 normalizes 6, and 5 acts 
trivially on P= (( 12)(4576), (45)(76)), a Sylow 2-subgroup of 6. Let D be 
the preimage of D, then b E Ng(D), YE D and y, h E Ns(P) where P is the 
preimage of P. D/Z(S,,), may be identified with the double cover of A,. 
Thus D/Z(S,), E X(2,9). Conjugation by b corresponds to an outer 
automorphism of SL(2, 9) which acts trivially on the image of a Sylow 2- 
subgroup in PSL(2,9). Direct computation now shows that yh = y’. 
Let $ be any extension of $ to 3, then $lzcs, = $( 1) 6 where 6 is a 
faithful irreducible character of Z(s). Let ,? be a faithful irreducible charac- 
ter of Q, then k? corresponds naturally to an irreducible character of Co. 
.g,,,(E.6) = C so 1.6 has exactly two extensions y, and y2 to .Y,(k?). By [ 15, 
Theorem 6.111, fi, =rr, and b2 =yt~Irr(N). Since yh= y’, h“=hyP4=bzo 
where (E,,) = Z(S,), so fi,(hz) = fi2(k)=0 for any ZEZ($. Hence, 
/I, - fi2 vanishes off C- (b, Z(s)). C - (h, Z(g)) is a TZ set and 
N,q(C- (h,Z(j)))=N so it follows that af-/?$=$,-$2 where 
d1342EW~). Let .~={jiIi~Irr(N), ilz~~)=1(1)6}-(B,,B2}. BY Cl5, 
Theorem 6.111 and N/Z(S,) Frobenius of order 20; if [ E &, then 
Q&ker(i) and 5,/.f’(i). ~jlN=(a+~)B1+aP2+C~E,duii where E= +l 
nowyields5lf(d,)and (~j~e,A)~2a~efori=1,2.1f~~Irr(S)-{~,,~2} 
with xlz,.<) =x( 1) 6, then (x, fis - fif) = 0. Therefore, XI N = hfi, + hf12 + 
4x1 107 2-E 
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xis .N’ bi[ = b(A6)N + &, ,d b,[ so 5 Jf(x). Further, (xlo, 2) = 26. Now if S, 
is identified with the double cover of A, and $( 1) = 20 then using 
[18, p.4381 we compute that ($I,, l)=(ll/lg, L)=4. Thus 5Af($). If 
x( 1) = 14, then x(y) = +a and x(y’) = r$‘. Since yb = y5, x does not 
extend. If I( 1) = 4, then 7 If(x). As previously mentioned, 7/f(x) for 
i E Irr(S). Hence, x does not extend. Similarly if S, is identified with the 6- 
fold cover of A ,, and I( 1) = 24 or 6, then x does not extend. Hence the 
Proposition is proved. We note that if II/( 1) = 36 for S, the double cover 
of S,, then there is an extension S, [S: S,] = 2, where 4,( 1) = &( 1) = 36, 
dl, h extend ti, and 51(f(~lM~2)). 
Proof of Theorem A. We proceed by induction on x( 1). If H is a sub- 
group of G, then all non-Abelian composition factors of H are minimal 
non-Abelian simple groups. Hence, we may assume x is primitive. By 
Propositions 3.6-3.8 if II/ E Irr(S,) where So is a perfect central extension of 
a non-Abelian simple group S then $ E VGC(m, { 2, 3 } ). Now Theorem 2.4 
with p = 3 and v = 2 yields the result. 
Proof of Theorem B. We proceed by induction on x( 1). Every sub- 
group of G also has composition factors which are N-groups. Thus, we may 
assume x is primitive. 
Suppose S, is a perfect central extension of S where S is a non-Abelian 
simple N-group and S # A,. By Propositions 3.6-3.8, if m is any positive 
integer and II/ E Irr(S,), Ic/ E VGC(m, { 2, 3}). Suppose 6,j m and {p, v} are 
any two distinct primes. For r a prime divisor of m let 6, be chosen 
as in Definition 2.1. If .Y is a nonempty subset of the 0, such that 
(n,, .v 6) 0 $ = tj, then .Y’ = (Q,, 0,}. However, 8, or e3 does not exist 
since 6,/ m. Since Y can not be a singleton, .4p does not exist and 
$ E GC(m, {p, v)). If $ extends to S where S is given in Definition 2.3(ii), 
there is an extension $ of $ such that if q is an odd prime divisor of m such 
that q2;1 m and q If($) but qif($), then q = 3. Hence, if m is a positive 
integer such that (m, 3) = 1, $ may be used to show $ E VGC(m, 12, 5)). If 
(m, 2)= 1, $ may be used to show that $ E VGC(m, {3,5}). Now by 
Proposition 3.9, the following hold for all $ E Irr(S,) and S, a perfect 
central extension of S a non-Abelian simple N-group: 
(a) $E VGC(m, 12, 5)) if 3lm, 
(b) $E VGC(m, {2,3}) if 5,/m, 
(c) $ E VGC(m, 13, 5)) if 21 m, 
(d) I/ E VGC(m, {2, 3)) if 361 ti(l) or A, #S. Now Theorem 2.4 with 
p= 3 may be applied with {p, u} = (2, 3) if at least one of conditions (i), 
(ii), or (v) is satisfied. If condition (iii) is satisfied, Theorem 2.4 may be 
applied with p = 3 and {p, v} = (3, 5}. If condition (iv) is satisfied, 
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Theorem 2.4 may be applied with p = 5 and {p, u} = (2, 5). If con- 
dition (vi) is satisfied, Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2.2 yield the result. 
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